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Opera Night Climaxes
Season of Lyceum Series
Tomorrow night at 8 p.m., the departments of music and speech present the final
program of the 1961-62 lyceum series.
The evening's offerings will be -divided into two sections, the first being devoted
to opera. First on the program will be a scene from Act Il of "Hansel and Gretel"
the perennial favorite among fairytale operas.
'
Singing the role of Hansel will
be A vonell Davis Hiten, who
graduated in February with a
major in music education. Jo
Byrd, freshman music major,
will sing the part of Gretel. The
Sandman will be sung by Karen
Smith, also a freshman music
Dr. Edward Sewell, professor of education at Har- major. This scene includes the
ding, announces that special lectures have been scheduled "Evening Prayer."
as part of, "History and Philosophy of Education."
The second operatic offering
All lectures, held May 14 through May 26, will be in will be a scene from the comic
room 200 of the Bible Build- opera, "Don Pasquale." The role
ing at 2:45 except those that of Don Pasquale, the typical
are scheduled for a 3:45 comic bass character of 19th
time. The public is invited century Italian opera, will be
to any or all of these special sung by Jim Pebworth, sophomore music major and bass on
lectures.
the Travelaries' quartet. Richard
Monday, May 14, a panel of
Six members of Harding's fac- foreign students reports on edu- Lawyer, singing the role of Erulty and staff attended the Ark- cation in other continents, and nesto, provides the "romantic
ansas Conference on Higher Edu- Tuesday Lee Yarbough, princi- tenor" sound in the scene. Lawcation held last Friday and Sat- pal of Searcy High, speaks on yer is a sophomore music major
urday, May 3-4, at the University "Educational Philosophy a n d and first tenor with the Travelaires. The role of Malatesta, a
of Arkansas Medical Center.
School Administration.'' Ewing scheming matchmaker, will be
JUST A MINUTE GENTLEMEN, says Jim Pebworth (center) to Jerry Sullins (left) and RichDr. Storm Whaley, vice presi- Pyeatt, president of the Searcy
ard Lawyer as they enact a scene from tomorrow's musical lycewn.
sung by Jerry Sullins, sophomore
dent of Health-Science of the Bank, will discuss "A BusinessBible major and baritone with
University of Arkansas spoke on man's Philosophy of Education"
the Travelaires. Harding Burton,
"Deans, Professors, and Schol- Wednesday.
freshman music and Bible maars," at the dinner meeting.
Dr. Jack Wood Sears, professor ior, will be at the piano for both
Those attending from Harding of biology, speaks Thursday on "HaruIBl and Gretel" and "Don
were: Annie May Alston, Dr. "The Influence c;>f Evolution on Pasquale."
James Atteberry, James A. He<!; Educational Philosophy." "The
Dr. Earle T. Moore is the musirick, Dr. Clyde Montgomery, Ideal of Humanism in Education"
~al director of the two works.
Murrey Wilson, and Dr. Joseph is the topic of Dr. L. C. Sears,
Ben Holland is the stage direcDonald Robinson, who has E. Pryor.
Six members of the Harding Ray, instructor in Bible, will also
professor of English, Friday. Dr. tor.
faculty plan to leave their teach- leave at the end of this month, done graduate work at Colorado
Joe
Spaulding,
associate
profesDr. Pryor, who is president of
Closing the operatic portion of
ing positions to do further study while Tom Loney, instructor in State University, will assist in the Arkansas Dean's Association, sor of history, will speak Saturthe evening's fare will be a
and assume other teaching re- journalism and assistant director the department of art.
presided over a meeting of that day, May 19, on "A Parent's
~oup of operatic duets sung by
sponsibilities at the close of the of Public Relations, and Earl WilAccording to Dean Pryor, the group which was held in con- Philosophy of Education."
.Jean Harrison Robbins, of Searcy,
cox, instructor in English, will vacant positions in the physical junction with the Higher Edu1961-62 school year.
Dr. J. D. Bales, professor of <\nd Dr. Moore. They will sing
According to Dr. Joseph E. leave during the summer. Wilcox education department and the cation Conference.
Christian doctrine, will speak on "Away, Far Away, Far Away,"
Pryor, dean of the college, all but will teach in summer school while department of journalism should
"The Philosophy of Pragmatism" from Boito's "Mefistofele," "Paritwo vacant positions have been Loney will work until July in the be filled before the end of the
Monaay, May 21, and Dr. James
~ o cara" from Verdi's ''Le Trafilled for the 1962-63 school year. Public Relations department.
spring semester.
Atteberry, associate professor of viata," and on the lighter side
M. E. Berryhill, instructor of ·
English,
will
speak
on
"What
is
Rainey will be attending the
"Will You Remember," fro~
physical education, and Herb American University in WashingPhilosophy" Tuesday. E d d i e ~omberg's "Maytime." Mrs. Earle
Dean, instructor in art, will leave ton, D. C. and McRay will attend
Brown, principal of White Coun- Moore will accompany these
at the close of the spring semes- the University of Chicago. Loney
ty Training School, speaks Wed- numbers.
ter to work with Crowley's Ridge will preach for the college church
nesday at 3:45 on "The PhilosoThe second large section of the
Academy in building it into a in Austin and work with the
Dr. L.
Sears, chairmaR of phy of Education at WCTS."
musical evening will be a prothe Department of English at
junior college.
Bible Chair at the University of
Perrin Jones, editor of the r.rram by Harding Belles and
Gene E. Rainey, instructor in Texas while he continues his
School superintendents a r e Harding College and an elder of Searcy CITIZEN, speaks Thursday
political science, and John Mc- studies. Wilcox will attend Van- contacting the Placement Office the College Church of Christ, will May 24, on "The Philosophy of Beaux, under the direction of
T{en Davis, Jr. Although the
derbilt University in Nashville, in increasing numbers looking travel to Glasgow, Scotland, this Education of a member of the
for teachers. There have been as summer to attend an evangelistic Arkansas State Board of Educa- Belles and Beaux have made loTenn.
cal appearences throughout the
campaign.
tion." Dr. Bob Gilliam, · assistant
Three former Harding grad- many as three in the office at
vear, this will be the first full
The
College
Church
of
Christ
professor of education and psyuates will begin teaching in Sep- one time in recent weeks.
has supported t h e G I a s g o w chology, will speak Friday on time show of the group tO be
Dr.
Wellborne,
director
of
tember. Charles Pittman, a 1954
Tlresented on the lyceum proChurch of Christ for three years.
graduate of Harding with majors placement, requests that any Dr. Sears will work in city-wide "The Guidance Philosophy of gram.
Education."
Cliff Bennett, college member- in Bible and English, will work students or graduates who would personal visitations and will
The public is invited to the
Maurice Lawson, assistant pro- program. Admission is by season
at-large on the executive com- in the department of English. like to have a place to teach speak at several meetings.
next
fall
should
contact
his
offessor of physics, and Don Engmittee of the Student Arkansas Dean Priest, a 1961 graduate who
About 25 to 50 persons will at- land, assistant professor of chem- lyceum ticket or tickets may be
Education Association, has been recently completed his Master's fice immediately.
purchased at the door.
Students who have already tend the campaign, which be- istry, speaks Saturday on "The
notified that he is to be one of Degree at the University of Arigins
June
12
and
continues
Influence
of
the
Scientific
RevoArkansas' delegates to the SNEA zona, will join the department qf contracted for positions in any
t·h rough the middle of July. The lution in the Philosophy of Educonvention in Denver this sum- mathematics. Ed Hightower, who field and have not contacted the
campaign is sponsored by the cation."
Placement
Office
should
do
so
received
his
Master's
degree
and
mer.
Jaywood
Church of Christ, NashDr. Sewell will discuss "The
immediately
in
order
that
their
Bill Hathcote of LRU, state worked on his doctorate at the
Christian Philosophy of Educapresident, will be the other state University of Texas will teach personal information f o 1 d er s ville, Tenn.
After the campaign, Dr. Sears tion" daily at 3:45 Tuesday, May
delegate to the convention, to be Political Science. He is a 1960 might be removed from the active
will travel extensively in Europe. 15, through Friday, May 18.
files and the job recorded.
graduate of Harding.
h eld from June 22 to July 6.
Bennett is scheduled to attend
several SNEA conferences and
, Harding College is sponsoring a
worksho~among them t h e
special summer workshop in
Leaders Workshop and the statereading, June 18-22.
wide SNEA Workshop at Ferncliff, both in August.
Designed to afford a concentrated study on basic reading
NEW OFFICERS NAMED
problems,' the course is offered
Officers for the 1962-63 school
for undergraduate and graduate
year were installed at the last
versity of Georgia. Also, he stat- credit. Advanced instructional
Alumni gtvmg is one of the large Midwestern corporation.
By Gene Conner
regular meeting of the year of
Plans for the building call for ed that at one time the MSU methods in reading will be exfirst things an industrial founthe Florence Cathcart chapter of
Plans are now being drawn up dation asks about when consid- office · space for the Alumni As- facility was booked solid (every plored, and all phases of reading
SNEA last Friday. Taking the
for a proposed Alumni Building' ering giving to a college. If Har- sociation, conference rooms and day) for four years in advance . will be discussed. The phonetic
oath of office, which was adminand Adult Education Center, ding's alumni should give in a kitchen and banquet facilities (However, they offer a hotel approach will be emphasized.
istered by outgoing president
which will be located near the large numbers with the estab- to accomodate around 400 guests. management course in connection
Patricia Naylor, were Charles
Luke Munn, curriculum direcmain campus.
lishment of an Alumni Center, Included, possibly, will be 100 with the building.)
Sheumaker, pres.; Ellis Williams,
tor of public schools at Norman,
hotel-type
rooms
for
guests
at
The building will serve as an this would be an incentive to
vice pres.; Bobbie Pearce, secreOkla., will be the instructor.
tary; Karen Shappley, treasurer; alumni center, will house various industry to increase their giv- the Lectureship; Freedom Forum,
Munn,
who has wide experience
Representatives Named in reading
Linda Graff, historian and Tom adult education conferences and ing to the college. Industry is regional oonferences--such as
workshops, will conSigma
Delta
Psi
(athletic
honwill
provide
facilities
·
for
state
very
interested
in
how
alumni
Blake, reporter.
For Individual Classes duct the classes in the air-conorary
fraternity),
Pi
Kappa
DelSheumaker then lead the and regional educational confer- suppo1t their own institutions,
ditioned American Studies Buildta (forensics honorary fraterniSA class representatives for ing. Classes meet from 10 to 11
group in the responsive reading ences, Freedom Forums and financially and morally.
Building the Alumni Building ty), Alpha Chi (scholastic hon- 1962-'63 were elected Wednesday ~1..m. and from 1 to 3:30 p.m.
of the Teacher's Pledge. Miss Christian education workshops.
May 2. The one-third of the stu- each day.
Dr. Evan Ulrey, Alumni Assoc- will not necessitate the sacrifice orary fraternity( and others Pearce has been serving as secretary since the end of the fall iation president, said, "lt is felt of another building on the cam.. Arkansas Academy of Science, dent body who voted elected
Tuition and registration fees
that this will attract area-wide pus--such as a Science Building Arkansas Choral Festival (which seniors, Becky Martin of -Corpus are charged for those desiring
semester.
will
be
here
next
spring),
and
Christi,
Tex.
and
Sid
Tate
of
Plans were made for a club attention and will provide in- (which is also planned for the
~redit for the course. All others
Gretna, La.; juniors, Janie Miller will be charged an auditing fee.
social to be held at the home of creased interest in Harding Col- near future.) Many industrial other meetings of this sort.
Dr. Ulrey mentioned that sev-' and Vernon Rodgers of Little Registration is Monday, June 18,
Dr. and Mrs. C. R. Montgomery lege." He also ~ated that it is foundations will be interested in
on Sunday afternoon, May 20. hoped that a building of this giving to this particular type of eral schools over the nation have Rock to serve as representatives. from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
This will be an annual signing type will provide an incentive facility. One such facility was :>perated such facilities-to good Tommie Jones of Perryville, Ark.,
Meals will be served in the
party and time of relaxation be- for a larger number of alumni to built at Michigan State Univer- aqvantage&--for several years, and Jimmy Arnold of Gilmer.
fore finals. Mrs. Montgomery is give to their Alma Mater than sity through funds donated by among them the University of Tex., were the sophomore repre- college cafeteria, and dormitory
rooms are available for the week.
the educational foundation of a Minnesota, MSU, and the Uni- sentatives elected.
chapter sponsor.
ever before.

Education Lectures Slated
As Part of Block Courses

Six Attend Higher
Education Meet

Six Faculty Members Plan

To Leave at End of School

Sears to Vi.sit
Placement Office Scotland Work
Has Job Openings
~.

Bennett to Attend
Education Meet

Harding Sponscrs
Reading Session
Beginning in June

Plans for Alumni I-louse-Continuation Center
Are Being Formulated, Fund Raising Begins

I
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Editor Writes Last Editorial;
Reflects on Experiences of Year

I am writing in reply to the
article by Gary Lentz in last
week's BISON.

The writer states "the decade
of
the Russian revolution and the
YIPPEE ! This may be the last editorial I will
of the great depression
have to write for the Bison. No more anxieties about decade
were two periods in America
what this per5on or that person will interpret from when the communistic system
your journalistic attempts, no more Mondays, Tues- was intensely studied." The fact
days, Wednesdays and Thursday mornings reading of the matter is communism in
copy, pulling cartoonists by the ear, p:roofreading, America has never been intensewriting headlines or fitting copy into forms. YIPPEE! ly studied. Th.ere has never been
one person in a hundred in
Good Experience
America who has any adequate
concept of what communism acSeriously, I am glad to be relieved of the re- tually is. It has been promoted in
sponsibility as editor, although I am thankful for hav- America by dedicated communist
ing had that responsibility and journalistic exper- emissaries of whom the F .B.I.
ience. I have enjoyed, for the most part, putting intd estimates there are more than
practical experience one year of high school jour- 10,000 at this moment in Amerinalism and almost four years of college training. I ca and the communists themdefinitely feel that there is no better way to under- selves claim they have ten felstand your line of work than by being directly in- low travelers for every Communist, so that would mean we
volved in it.
have in America now at least
Perfection Not Achieved
100,000 people who are consciously and shrewdly and under
Almost all editors when they write their last steel discipline propagandizing
editorial say the same thing that I am going to say the American people. They sucnow, "I have not been satisfied with any issue." ceed in fooling many more
There are some issues that I like more than others, through the tons of literature
but as a whole I find that perfect paper somewhere they are now mailing into American homes. But to say that the
in the distance.
American people have ever made
Feelings of Some
an "intense" study of oommuThere are several persons, students and faculty, nism is very misleading. If the
who feel that the Bison has not presented both sides American people would make an
intense study of comm~sm
of every issue. I believe if these persons went back . they
would immediately become
over the papers from the beginning of school, they immune to this propaganda and
would find that in some manner both sides were it would no longer make the
presented.
headway that it is now makMy chief regret, as I type these last words, is ing.

that I couldn't please everyone: for this I am sorry.
-V.L.

The article next asks why
American writers of a centurY
ago wrote on communism. Actually, those writers had no 's uch
concept of communism as Russia and the rest of the communist
world demonstrate today. These
men as a rule were writing of
what they considered pure comI would like to take this opportunity to express munism which to them was a
to each of my instructors who have had the sad mis- matter of sharing and cooperatwith one another and the
fortune of having a Bison editor in their class, to the . ing
very opposite of the force that
Bison staff for heeding the many calls for help> to the communist nations of today
my roommates (I have had two--I ran one off), demonstrate. The result was
suitemates and neighbors for their sympathy, under- communistic projects in America
standing and optimism and to all my friends and like "New Harmony" and various
enemies, who have made this a year of experience, others, all of which have ended
in failure but none of which atthanks.
I particularly wish to express my appreciation tempted to operate on the basis
to those who have made it possible for the Bison to of force that modem communism
employs. These -writers would
receive another General Excellence award. The faith- have
been greatly irisulted to
ful reporters, sports writers columnists, society edi- think that people were finding in
tor and assistant editors who compiled their efforts their writings endorsements of
into presenting phases of the Harding life merit first the communism we know today.

Editor Expresses Appreciation
For Efforts Extended By Many

rate awards in my book.
But the ones who deserve the most credit for
helping us are Russ Simmons, Tom Loney and Jack
Ford of the Public Relations Department. They have
continually given us pictures, news stories and student help when we needed it. To them we say
THANKS A MILLION.
To Dr. Joe Pryor for taking time from his busy
schedule to give us news tips, thanks. To Mrs. Pickens for giving us late permission when we needed it,
thanks. To the Alumni Office for the use of their
telephone, thanks.
And, to the patience of Herman West and his
crew at the Print Shop we say thank you very much.
The good humor and persistence of J. W . Sain,
Charlie Hayes, Millard Pace, Lawrence Dean, and
Carolyn Anderson all deserve recognition and appreciation.
An extended thanks goes to ·o ur sponsor, Neil
Cope, Dr. Benson, and the Harding students and faculty members who have made the Bison possible.
-V.L.

0.
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"Lilierly bl found

mdoh>g right."
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JuaneUe May, Mary Ann Walton, Jimmy Arnold, Randell
Terry, Gaylon Lamb, Martha Tooke, Ed Estes, Gene
Conner, Lewis Boykin, Jim Angel, Bob Brewer
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Subscription price: $2 per year
Single copies lOc
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The Iconoclast

Sister Colleges Have Same Problems

By Gary Lentz
I am puzzled because of the
controversies that usually arise
on Christian college campuses
when the student newspaper attempts to print varied views of
the student body. It is puzzling
for this would seem to be the
ideal s.ituation. When opposing
and disagreeing ideas are presented aoout problems, more interest is created in the paper.
Built-In Prejudice
I am also disturbed and puz:
zled at the attitudes of many of
us as studen~ at Harding. A
number of students come tO
· school with a definite outlook
on life and leave the school
with.out ever having their outlook changed in any manner.
And four years of intellectual
study should change some of a
student's ideas. Many of us seem
to be uninterested or fearful of
considering the ideas of other
students who do not agree with
our ideas. This attitude seems to
be prevalent at times in the
council meetings of the Student
Association. The officers and representatives seem to be hesitant
a b o u t expressing · themselves
openly on any matter that would
involve disagreement. And after
all, should not the atmosphere
that prevails on a Christian college campus be the best possible
atmosphere for open and frank
discussion of any of our problems? There would seem to be
more general agreement about
any problem that arises among
the students on a Christian college campus than there would be
on a state college campus. Is not
this fear or hesitancy to consider
the ideas of others dangerous to
our development intellectually?
Expressing Views
The difficult problem of expressing student views on a student publication of a Christian
college campus is not solely a
product of out environment. The
student publications of Abilene

a college cam.pus is found in her
Christian, Pepperdine College,
and other like institutions are student publications. Harding's "
chief student publications-her
faced with the same difficulties. l
do not J,m ow the situation that newspaper and yearbook- have
demonstrated the extent of their
exists in the numerous junior
perfection in the last couple of
colleges, but I feel that the
years.
problems would be identical. Basically, all of our Christian colIf we as students are expected to
leges, whether junior or senior,
grow intellectually, we m ust also
support the same issues. The
be allowed. to expr ess ourselves
problems faced by the student
intellectually; and often intelleenewspapers of Abilene and Peptual expression involves contra!
perdine are presented (in a subversial expression. (But please
dued manner) in THE OPTInote that the ideas of many n oMIST of Abilene Christian and
. ted scholars have been extremely
t he GRAPHIC or Pepperdine Colcontroversial.) I believe that
1ege. (Most of the copies of these
truth will stand t he test of conpapers can be found in the BISON
troversies and disagreem ents. I
office.) Yet these two papers
feel that truth is more beneficial
seem to allow a little more disto mankind when it is examined.
cussion of the varied views of
through the ideas of varied indithe students. They have columns
viduals. After all, t ruth that is
that present a discussion of both
questioned should ask for n o
the liberal and conservative i<;l eas
greater favor than to be t horthat are now prevalent in politics
oughly examined and found to
and many other intellectual arguments. These discussions add be actual truth.
greater interest and zest to the
papers and seem to -be good intellectually for the student. I am
not attempting to present an
ideal solution to this problem in
this article. But I am attempting
t o pose what I consider to be a
serious problem for the general
discussion of the student body.

last Stand

Finley Makes
Famed Awards

Atmosphere Improving
I believe tha t Harding is continually attempting to increase
the intellectual atmosphere on
our campus. This is demonstrated
t hrough numerous activities: (1)
By Harding's membership in
North Central and other professional organizations, and by her
att empt to gain membership in
N.C.A.T.E., and ( 2) by her continual attempt to increase the
status of her professors and her
courses offered, and through her
attempt to provide interesting
intellectual entertainment for the
student body.
Intellectual Pursuits
But another very important
aspect of intellectual pursuits on

Berlin: A Tale of Two Cities
By Ed Spears

On Sunday, August 13, 1961,
another act on the huge stage
of the cold war was presented
by the Ulbricht regime of East
Germany with Berliners having
reserved seats. There is today
The BISON writer even accuses a wall of concrete and barbed
Mark Twain of being among wire cutting Berlin in two, which
those who were friendly to com- reminds us of days of yore demunistic ideas.
scribed by Dickens: "It was the
At this point he unfortunately best of times, it was the worst
confuses two totally different of times, it was the age of wisthings. Mark Twain and many dom, it was the age of foolishother writers did criticize var- ness, it was the season of gilt,
ious aspects of our American it was the season of darkness, it
capitalist system. In this con- was the spring of hope, it was
nection it should be remembered the winter of despair, we are all
that there is no economic sys- going direct to heaven, we were
tem or other system in all the all going direct the other way."
world that is above criticism. The Berlin crisis is really a tale
Marriage doesn't work perfectly of two cities, dancing cheek to
and therefore can be criticized. cheek ( pardon the state school
The church doesn't work perfect- parlance) , yet living in two difly among imperfect people and ferent worlds.
therefore can be criticized; When
Why?
. Mark Twain and his contemporaries criticized aspects of our
It seems that as the Ulbricht
capitalist system they were very
far from advocating the commu- regime becomes more unbearable
nism that we know today nor in its drive to collectivize farms
did they as a rule advocate any (now complete) and as they
type of communism. It is very drove hard to realize their ecounfortunate that the BISON nomic goals in the current plan
writer would confuse criticism of it became necessary to "take a
our American way of life with stick and beat their people over
the head" robbing them of more
communism.
and more personal freedom. The
He closes his article by hoPpolitical reverberations of this
ing that we will always realize
drive to speed up the eve nt of
the value of criticism and welsocialism in the satellite nation
come critics whether or not we
were the mass exodus of refuagree wibh their solutions pro- gees.
posed. Many very fervent critics
Already since the end of
of various aspects of our Anierican way of life are and would World War II twenty percent of
be far more critical of commu- East Germany's 17 million people
nism. We are sorry that the BI- have come over to the Western
SON writer confused these two sector. The revealing thing about
things when they are so funda- the refugees lately is that they
mentally different. It · is very are the heart and soul of any
disturbing to find anyone trying
to represent Mark Twain as directly or indirectly endorsing people are not perfect and no
communism. Lest he come forth system is going to work perfrom his grave I am protesting fectly from now till the judgfor him.
ment day. While improvements
Our American economic struc- may be made in our economic
ture has provided higher wages, stru.cture, they must be made
better working conditions, high- under our constitution and in
er productivity, a higher stand- accord with our American way
ard of living and a better distri- of life - not by casting a friendbution of wealth than any other ly eye toward that atheistic, toteconomic structUl'e yet tried. alitarian and criminal conspiracy
Yet, the system, like everything known as communism.
- Donald Sauter
else can be criticized because

industrial society-a must on
anyone's economic shopping list
-engineers, teachers, technicians, doctors, laborers and
farmers. No economy can long
survive with a decline in the
population of these professions
and skills.
·
Since virtually all refugees
were trickling through the crossovers dividing East and West
Berlin, Ulbricht gave birth to
t he dark green idea of building a
wall around his people. He was
so thrilled at his brain child that
he danced the twist as he barked
out orders to erect a wall while
his billy goat beard bobbed from
his chin like a cork on the sea .
Victory for West
This was an apparent admission of defeat for the communists. Since the wall has been up
at least three hundred guards
for the East German People's Police have defected to the West,
and people continue swimming
canals, and jumping out of three
and four story buildings. At this
rate Ulbricht is going to have to
come out and guard his own wall,
which stands as a monument to
the Red regime in distinct cont rast to the Western sector.
Status Quo
This is the status quo at the
present in Berlin. This Negros'
definition of status quo is quite
descriptive here. "That am de
Latin for de Mess we's in." We
are in a mess but personally, I
would be reluctant to import
French plastic bomb throwers of
even thun,der bolts from the John
Birch Society. We will have to
continue seeking s o 1 u t i o n s
through peaceful means of negotiations by initiating our own
plans for a settlement. ·
Berlin will probably be a sore
as long as there isa cold war. We
must stand firm in the West on
our commitments in West Berlin
and give her aid if the occasion
arose. At the same time we must
bear in mind that this old capital city of the Third ~eich could
become a firecracker heard round
the world-literally.
Service is the rent we pay for
our room on God's earth.

By David Finley

,.

Studentry of Harding College,
I have thought deeply about t his
my final message to you. If like
Washington as he spoke his farewell, like MacArthur in speech
before Congress, like Napoleon
before he was sent to St. Helen a.
like Ezra Pound before they put
him away I am impressed w ith
the augustness of this occassion.
Therefore, I am taking this
opportunity to pay tribute to
some of the people who makP.
Harding the interesting place
that it is as for the third time
I present the coveted and cherished Finley Awards.
Ovid Award for Outstanding
Poetry - this high award was
given only after consultation with
a faculty committee consist ing of
D. H. Atteberry, Erskine Wilcox,
and Grace Alston. The r ecipient
is Nonnie Sanders.
Drew Pearson Award for accurate and objective reportingNewsweek
David Finley Award for sorriest chapel illustration of t h e
year - Don Garnett
Calvin Coolidge Public Address
Award - Eddie Rickenbacker
Koinonia Spirit Award for t h e
student best typifying the spirit
of Harding College - David Har vey
Pinocchio Award for the m ember of the Student Association
who tried hardest to be a real
live boy - Gary Lentz
-

Best Sadistic Joke of the Year
Joel Anderson

Best Religious Sadistic Joke "The Game of Life"
Western Slope Award for a
student who has made considerable progress in att aining that
geographical location - Tommy
Kirk, who announced that h e
was giving up religion beca use
he didn't have a 2.25.
Nicky Khruschev A ward for
outstanding political achievement
- Harmon Brown and Norman
Tubb
Malthus Award for service to
humanity - Albert John Ferrell
Novel of the Year - William
Gray's poignant character study,
Linda and the Truck Driver
James Murray Award for Detection of Heretical Thinking Unfortunately, .no one really
qualifies for this honor. No new
gospel papers came into being.
Letters of protest to the Bison
concerned politics not religion.
The Timothy Club did not experience the excitement of a crusade against the wave of modernism that has infected som~
students. Even the Gospel Guardian came up with nothing better than a second-hand rumor
about an Episcopalian vice president. Brethren, we are drifting.

Press Club Ends

CORRECTION

of Act·1v·11y
.}Vear
I
Gaylon Bach, junior journalism
major, was elected last week to
· I ucceed y ernon Tyr ee as pr esident or• th e Press Clu b , an organization of journalism majors and
minors.
Other officers elected for 196263 are Gene Conner, vice president; Judy Evans, secretary-t reasurer and Martha Tooke·, reporter. Russell Simmons, Director
of Public Relations, was named
as sponsor of the club to succeed
Tom Loney, who is leaving at the
end of the semester .

Big Sisters Celebrate
With New Members

In the freshman edition of the
BISON there was an error regarding the art display in the lobby
of the Administration Building.
The paintings and exhibits were
erecte d by the art department
A party for the women who
not the drama department.
were Big Sisters this year and
·tor those who will fill the posiPress Club members are going t~ons next year was given Sunto Bee Rock tomorrow afternoon day night after vespers in the
for a cookout. This will be the New Dormitory reception room
last function of the year for the by the dormitory directors.
group, , which has been active
After a devotional, Gaylon
in studying journalism as a pro- Bach, the present chairman of
fession, getting first hand infor- the group, read a poem about
mation through field trips and the example Big Sisters must
listening to talks by various professional newspaper men.
set for Little Sisters.
Mrs.Hubbard
Inez Pickens,
_ line
and Mrs.
Mrs. MadeNina
Cornyn served apple cider and
cookies while the retiring Big
Sisters told the new Big Sisters
some of their most exciting and
humorous experiences with their
' "Little Sisters."
Gayla Hodge had an embarrassing experience to tell. When
she met one of her "Little SiS'ters" as she was checking new
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The following amendment was approved by the administration
This amendment will involve the executive council. The old amend~
ment reads as follows: "Shall have completed 75 semester hours of
college work by the time they are nominated 32 of which shall
have been done in Harding College."
'
The proposed amendment reads:
"Shall have completed 75 semester hours of college work by
the end of the semester in which they are nominated, 32 of which
shall have been done in Harding College."
In two weeks this amendment will be presented to the student
body for final approval according to the constitution.
The SA announcement bulletin board was approved but a location is yet to be decided.
Awards Day will be on May 18 and the list of awards have
to be in the Personnel Office by Tuesday, May 15.
Motion was made for combined council weiner roast on May 22.
A bell has been installed in the library for between classes signal.
NEW BUSINESS
There was a discussion on feasibility of a juke box in the student center. Operation and selection of records is be-ing checked
on to be presented for consideration.
The motion was made and carried to encourage the establishment of a campus radio station.
The meeting was adjourned.

I

FROSTY TREAT

We give top value
stamps

JAMES WILLIAMS, Owner
Across from Roseann

Friendly Service

Minor Repair

Special: 6 Hamburgers for $1.00

Highway 67 East -

Archaeology
Substantiates
Scriptures ·

OLD BUSINESS

j
t

STOP -

Part 2 -

NOTICE

Hayes Typewriter

For the latest in Recreation: Ride our Go-Carts

SEARCY, ARKANSAS

99 ESSO

S

Journalism Major
Writes Story
For Public.ation

May 17 is the date for a combination all-school party and
students in at Mrs. Pickens of- talent show at the gym sponsorfice, she didn't understand her ed by the S.A. More details will
last name. Since she was em- be announced later.
barrassed to ask her to repeat
it , she asked if she would spell
it. This would have been fine,
except instead of being some
difficult mouthful, her name was
simply "Davis."
After the Party the new BigSisters made plans for a meeting
on May 20 to organize their activities for the summer and next
fall.

Dr. W. K. Summitt announces
the annual .education picnic to
be held tomorrow at the Kiwanis
club at 5:30. Faculty, studentteachers · and their supervising
teachers are invited. "We are
planning a big turnout," said Dr.
Summitt.
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By Gary Elliott
As was pointed out in my article last week, archaeology has
played an important role in refuting Biblical criticism. The
findings of archaeology have
made it possible to bring to light
many civilizations of the past
th.at
many
doubted existed.
Customs, clothing, architecture,
and v a 1 u ab l e
manuscripts have
all been made
easier to understand. I t h a s
been said that
Palestinian archaeology and nuclear physics are making the
greatest strides forward of all
sciences.
Among the many discoveries
which have been made those aiding most in establishing customs
of the world during the time of
Abraham were found at Nuzi.
This was an ancient Hurrian
town near the Tigris river. At
Nuzi were found some 20,000
clay documents which can be
dated somewhere around the fifteenth century B.C. This is somewhat later than the Patriarchs,
but it is quite important in revealing customs of the period.
These Nuzi tablets r eveal customs and practices which very
clearly agree with Biblical accounts of similar things. The importance of having an heir as
evidenced by Abraha.q:i. in adopting or choosing Eliezer of Damascus was also apparent in the
Nuzi community. The account of
the Jacob and Laban dealings
are- likewise shown to be quite
familiar to the period. Especially
is this true regarding Jacob's
working for his wife Rachel and
in turn her stealing the household Gods of her father . Among
the . other things revealed by
these tablets which have parallel
Biblical accounts include levirate
marriage, the importance of a
dying man's words, and thE
strange custom associated with

Vernon Tyree, senior jourruilism major from Flint, Mich., recently had a magazine article
accompanied with photographs,
published in the Arkansas DEMOCRAT magazine.
The article on mussel shelling
and button making 60 years ago
in Black Rock, nine miles west
of Walnut Ridge, and eight two
column photos was reproduced
in the Sunday, May 6, DEMOCRAT.
Tyree photographed and interviewed old-timers in the area for
information and pictured an
abandoned button factory, equipment used in the factory, and
mussel shelling equipment. .
The attractively displayed article was entitled, "Back When
They Made Buttons."
the passing of a pair of shoes
from one party to another in
certain transactions ) Ruth 4:
7-8.)
If there was ever any doubt
that a society such as the one
portrayed in Genesis existed, the
reason for doubt has been largely removed by this one find.
The first Old Testament character mentioned outside the
Bible is Omri. He is mentioned
on the Moabite stone which was
a record of events left by the
Moabite king, Mesha, who is
mentioned in the Bible. The
events mentioned on this stone
'll'e closely correlated to those
mentioned in II Kings 3.
Ahab is known on an Assyrian
"TI.onument left by Shalmaneser
HI. This monument is a record o·f
the great battle between the Assyrians and Ahab. This will ' give
the battle written from the Assyrian side of the picture.
The first Old Testament figure
t o be pictured in ancient records
\s Jehu. This picture iS on the
Black Obelisk of Shalmaneser
UI. He is shown paying tribute
to the Assyrian king.
These few discoveries mention~d do not even begin to give· one
'ln idea of the tremendous dis~overies that have been made
in the field. Biblical Archaeology
is a most inter esting and rewarding field of study.
Next week will conclude this
look at Biblical Archaeology.
More discoveries will be noted
and a few suggestions as to good
books and periodicals which
would be worth nothing.
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I Graduate School
Visited by Club r.

Religious Group Activities
._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _i____._

Social

AFRICAN CLUB
Winning souls for Christ and
Friday, Ma y 4, a gr oup of stuAfrican Club members viewed stimulating interest within the
a film at t.heir meeting, Thursday congregation were the objec- den t preach ers and Bible m a jo7i
April 26. The film illustrated a tives of speakers Pat McGee, ma de - a trip to Memphis. Thbl
t ypical journey from Namwianga Lynn Rhodes, Phil Hobbs, David purpose of t h e trip was to visit
GAYLON BACH, Society Editor
Mission to Munakanyemba Vil- Guantlett, Marvin Crowson and the Harding Gra duate School of
lage.
Roger James. The six will speak Bible and Religion. Upon arrivFilmed by Foy Short, brother Monday through Sunday in the ing t he group was taken to a
~of
club pres., Bill Short, it sh.ow- order given with Pat McGee class taught by Dr . Jack Lewis.
bard.
Those
attending
were:
RayCAVALIER
Following t.he class t he group
ed. the scenes, situations, and speaking Monday and Thursday.
ma Bailey, Danny Starr; Pat
The Cavaliers were one of the Barnes, Don Bowman; Madeline
at tended ch apel. Dr . West and
people one might meet while
DACTYLOLOGY CLUB
first clubs to have an all day Campbell, Lester Risner; Nancy
traveling from village to village
Dactylology club members are the faculty explained t he school's
outing this year as they and Cullen, Jerry Escue-; Betty Mays,
preaching
the
gospel
in
Africa.
anticipating
the "parting party" purpose and aims. A tour of the
their dates ventured to Petit Jam.es Ruble; Clara Morgan,
campus including t he 'mansion'
JAMAICAN GROUP
to be given for them by mem- the new dor mitory, and the HarJean, April 3-0.
Travis Jenkins.
One
of
Harding's
most
active
hers
of
the
Central
Congregation
Those attending were: Lee
ding Academy followed after dinSue Morris, Tom Finley; Barmission clubs began a 6-day of the Church in Little Rock ner.
Kim, Teresa Lung; Ronald Saw, bara Simpson, Glenn House; Patmeeting at the West Pleasure Sunday, May 13. The group have
Cecilia Chan; Ray Scroggs, Shar- sy Smith, Jimmy House; Jean
Those making t he trip were,
on Wilson; Victor Sim, Winnie Southard, Stan Miller; Lillian Marcella English to Wed Ave: Church of Christ, 511 W . worked with the congregation Dexter Sammons, Bennie Knott,
Pleasure
Ave.
,
Searcy,
Mon,
April
since
January
aiding
in
teaching
Sherrod; Stan Starling, Sharon Stewart, Butch Bradsher; Marilyn Beetle Bailey In June
Jim Brown, Robert Boaz, Bob
30. The meeting cont i nu e d the deaf children of the congre- Bell, Bob Kelley, Gary Elliott,
McKnight; Frank Yip, Helen Stewart, Ken Phillips.
Miss Marcella English, of through Sunday, May 6.
gation.
Lam; David Burney, Ronald
Dalton Eddlem an , Hugo CampAnn Whiddon, Jim Keeth; Bon- Barnesville, Ohio, and Karyl V.
Goodman, Dr. Bill Williams.
bell, Don Meredith, Jim Smelser,
nie Willey, Hugh Campbell; Har- "Beetle" Bailey, plan to wed
Ronnie Robertson, Dave Young,
riet Storey, Sandy Henry, Caro- June 2.
Floyd Lordi and Paul Learned.
KAPPA PHI
lyn Hugg, Synette Hubbard, Mrs.
Vows will be exchanged at
Others making the t rip were,
Kappa Phis met April 30 at the Bob Gilliam.
2:30 p.m. at the East Main Street
Wheeler Pounds, Ken Laird, Denhome of Mrs. Kenneth Perrin to
Church of Christ in Barnesville
Mr. and Mrs. David G. Hayes,
ton Kernodle, Buel Thompson,
discuss plans for Track and Field ZETA PHI ZETA
with Emerson J. Scott officiating. Quaker City, Ohio, announce the
Larry Henderson, David Nicholas,
Day. The club outing to Petit
Miss English is presently em- ehgagement of their daughter,
Zeta Phi Zeta members met ployed by the Ohio Fuel Gas
Edwin White and Jim Horwer.
Jean will be May 14.
Marjorie Ann, to John H. Ryan,
Conard Hays and Greg Rhodes
The club also planned a ham- May 1 to elect officers for the Company at Cambridge, Ohio. Searcy, Ark., formerly of Avon,
made th e trip with the group.
burger supper and a chapel pro- fall semester. They are: Glenda Beetle is a senior physical educa- N. J. He is the son of Mrs. J. H.
Love, pre-s.; Nancy Melian, vice
gram.
Ryan, Searcy, and the late Mr.
tion major here.
pre-s.; Linda Bacon, sec.; GeorgRyan.
anne Hunter, treas.; Justine Gish,
FRATER SODALIS
The bride-elect is a graduate of
hist.; Linda Bennett, song lead- Chemical Society
Softball, hiking, boating, fishHarding College, where she is an
ing, and good food was enjoyed er.At a supper meeting may 5, the To Meet May tO
instructor in women's health and
Dr. W. D. Williams, Don Eng- physical education.
by Fraters and dates on their club made plans for their outannual outing at Camp Tahko- ing and for Track and Field Day. land and Dr. Joseph E. Pryor
Mr. Ryan, also a graduate of
will attend the American Chemidah. Although many activities
Harding
College, received his
cal Society meet ing to be held
were enjoyed, the softball game
GATA
in Arkadelphia, Thursday, May master's degree in speech at the
was the highlight of the day.
University of Illinois. He is asThe Gatas met April 24 to dis- :, 10.
Those attending were: Bob
sist ant profe-ssor of speech at
cuss
entries
for
Track
and
Field
Speaker
for
t.he
occasion
will
Lane, Jo Hughes; George Hobby,
Harding and is working toward
Wanda Henry; Bill Short, Joyce Day. Plans for the outing were be Dr. Herman M. Roth, Director his doctor's degree.
GULF PRODUCTS
Williston; Randall Terry, Brenda also made and committees were of t.he Division of Research and
Development of the Atomic EnerThe wedding, planned for June
Thomas; Denton Kernodle, Dee appointed.
Following a "spiritual victory" gy Commission, who 'will give a 3, will be for the immediate famMcCarley; Jim Hyde, June Bjelland; Jerry Selvidge, Carol Sex- in volleyball, April 26, the club speech on "Government and Re- ilies at the home of Conard Hays.
search."
ton; Bob Baucom, Sandy Teufert; had a doe outing.
Bill Laird, Leah Gentry; Stan
Combs, Betty Bartley; Dave StarlWalton-Martin Plan August Ceremonies
ing, Myra Cope; Jim Horner; LeMr. and Mrs. Reese Walton,
roy Miller; Larry Brown; Charlie Thompson; and Mr. and Mrs. Hawthorne, Calif., announce the
FEATURING:
engagement a n d approaching
Andy Ritchie.
marriage of their daughter, Mary
Marcelle Cosmetics
Ann, to Bobby Martin, son of
Revlon
THETA PSI
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Martin, NashA wedding shower in honor of ville, Ark.
Coty
Sara Vann was t.he purpose of the
Dorothy Perkins
Miss Walton is a freshman
April 29 meeting of Theta Psi, at
journalism
major,
and
is
a
memFor all your Drug Needs see Stotts Drug
the home of Mrs. John Prock.
After presenting Sara with a ber of the BISON staff, Bison
SOUTH SIDE OF COURT SQUARE
portable m ixer, the club discuss- Boosters, and the Phi Delta social club.
ed plans for their outing.
Martin is a junior economics
+-.._,._ ,. _ .._ ,._., __ ,., _~,_,._,._,,,_,._,,._,,. _,™ _ '"_""-"' -"'-"' -+
major at Henderson State Teach~
j
KAPPA DELTA
Kappa Delta's Hawaaian Luau ers College.

.......

Hayes-Ryan Plan June Wedding

Talkington

Gulf Station

Stotts Drug Store

SLIM JIMS

!
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The wedding will be an August
was held April 20. Entertainment
was provided by Synette Hub- 25 event at the Chapel Hill
Church of Christ in Nashville.
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Keepsake Diamonds

Shoe ·store

100 N. Spring St .
I

\ BRONNIE'S BEAUTY SALON
i

"A DIAMOND IS FOREVER"

HIGH, MID, OR

Make Her Happy -

LESS·THAN·
MID HEEL

Give Keepsake

GARRI S0 N'S JEWELERS

Bron nie Jones of Bronnie's Beauty Salon

ij of Sea rc y is very happy t o announce t hat they
i

I now have two new operators t o a ccomodate

1

FREE - - -

FRE .E

Storage fo r your winte r clothes. Leave them
with us for the summer. Pay fo r t he cleaning
in th e fa ll.

i more pat rons. Along wit h Bron nie Jon es and
I

I
i Fretta Vaugh n, Leatha Jones a nd Reva Ben!

nett, .both experienc ed ope ra tors, are ready
to serve you.
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Call CH 5-3633
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LOVEBRIGHT DIAMOND RINGS
The registered diamonds that assure you of permanent
value always.
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Sterling Silver by Gorha m, Tow le, Wa llace,
and Internationa l

•
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Harding Cops Second
Place in Track Event
By Mary Ann Walton
Harding's cindermen won second place laurels with 54 points
in a tri-team track meet with
Tech and Ozarks on the Alumni
Fields oval last Friday. Tech
collected 81 digits to win the
event, while the Mountaineers
tallied 17.
Senior Lewis Walker won both
hurdle events with a 15.2 clocking in the 120 highs and a 25.5
performance in the . 220 lows.
Other first place points were
picked up by freshman pole vaulter Chuck Nelson with a vault
of 11', and Wendell Harrison who
won the 880 yard run by outdistancing his opponents with a
2:03 timing.
In the field events, Eugene
Dilbeck scored with thirds in the
shot put and discus, while Larry Lambert contributed to the
team's total with a third in the

•

Harrison Takes Two Firsts

May 10, 1962

discus. David Simpson had second
in the hi~h jump, and Jim Pratt
scored with a second in the
broadjump.
Perhaps the highlight of the
day was when freshman Gary
Brock turned in third place performances in the 100 and 220
yard dashes. Brock, who has
been hampered by leg injuries,
had previously seen action as a
hurdler.
Loverd Peacock won a second
place berth in the 440 yard dash,
and Jim Lawson and Jay Lancello
tallied with a second and third irl
the mile run.
Harding placed second behind
Tech in the 440, 880, mile medley
and mile relay events.
The Bisons will travel to Monticello Monday and Tuesday for
competition at A&M with other
AIC cinder squads in the state
meet.
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JIM MILLER, SPORTS EDITOR

Hindsight Sees
Improvement in Future
Five years ago, Harding College
resumed intercollegiate sports after a layoff of some two decades.
That first year, we did not have
the full program we p.ow have.
Only basketball, track and baseball were begun that year. Football was to come two years la-

ter.
That first basK:etball team was
made up of a few freshmen and,
for the most part, outstanding
players from the intramural
court .. They offered neither height
nor intercollegiate experience.
But th ey learned fast and made
a respectable showing.
The next year the Bisons were
ready for fulltime play. They
demonstrated this by an eight
game winning streak at the first
of the season. They ended the
season with a .500 record percentage-wise and played two
games in the District NAIA playoffs.
On the cinders nor on the
diamond has Harding been able
to field a strong threat, partially
due to a lack of depth. However,
there h ave been some outstanding individuals. Roger Brown was
never beaten in the mile. Fred
Massey was a consistent winner
in the 880. Since beginning
track, the Bisons have man aged
t o have at least one ~trong
threat in the distance events, but
sprints and field events have
been less fortunate.
For years the baseball team
has fielded .500 teams. There
have been some individuals in
this sport too who have drawn
the watchful eyes of major league
scouts. Garret Timmerman, a
strong, swift southpaw, was a
guaranteed starter in almost
every· Bison game' the first two

~mit~- Vau9luitt
Hardware - Fine Furniture
Housewares - Appliances
Gifts for All Occasions

311 E. Race

THE HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.

Free Parking

Wendell Harrison recently won first on two accounts: a first in
t he 880 last Friday and he and his wife were the parents of a
first child, John Powell, born Saturday.

HARDI NG STU DENTS

City Tire Service
Recapping -

C o me in a nd visit O ur

Retreading -

Vulcanlzing

C:ALL CH 5-4620

1502 E. Race

Newly Remode le d Bu ilding

TUNE UP NOW •• •
LET US SERVE YOU

for that summer driving.

HART AUTO SERVICE

SECURITY BANK

Complete Automotive Service

EAST END

Next Door To International Shoe Co.

BARBER SHOP

CALL CH 5-3221
A Friendly Institution
PHONE CH 5-5831

years. Several others have been
superb in their particular positions - Ben Camp and Keith Boler in the infield, George Treadway, Allen Armstrong and Joe
Hightower in the outfield.
In 1959, the first Bison football team in 28 years took the
field against Itawamba Junior
College of Mississippi. No·t a
member of that original team
had ever graced a college gridiron before. They won one of
their six games that year, downing Arkansas State Freshmen,
7 -6. The following year the Bisons again only won one game,
but of their nine game schedule,
three ended in ties.
The fall of 1961 found Harding
in their first season as a fullfledged member of the Arkansas
Intercollegiate Conference. In the
conference, the Herd downed
two powerhouses, Southern State,
27-25 and Ouachita, 15-14, in addition to trimming Arkansas A&M, 22-7 and College of the
Ozarks, 27-0. Harding ended the
season with a league record of
4-3, losing to Arkansas Tech,
ASTC, and Henderson. This record gave the Bisons a share in
the three-way tie for third place.
The record has been printed
elsewhere, too, n ot only on the
number of wins and losses. Recognition has come t o Harding's
sports in the form of athleticscholar awards, sportsmanship
awards and praise from coaches
around the conference.
This has been a profitable interval in my life. In the past
five years I have witnessed the
re-establishment of Harding's intercollegiate athletics. This is my
last column for the BISON and
I am proud to have been a part
of this growth and to have had
the opportunity to put on paper
what I have seen, sportswise.

Knitting Inst ruction

JOE CUNNINGHAM

(Supplies )

RAYMOND HILL

FREE

BOWL·ING

CHILDERS

Margaret P. Croom

1515 E. Race St.

Daytime Special: Three Games $1.00
Monday Through Friday Til Five

Across from City Tire Service

1307 E. Market
Ph. CH 5-3973

Searcy, Ark.
Ho urs 1-5

Always Open Bowling

TEN PIN LANES
Phone CH 5-224 7

"BRAND NAMES FOR LESS MONEY "

Yalentine-Vogue-Jacqueline-Connie-

Searcy

Paris Fashion-Sto.rybook Children Shoes
+•-n-1111-•-••-•---•- 111- •- •- •-•-•- ua- n- 111- 111- 1 1 - •- 11•- •-+

Jarman-Jarman Jr. for boys

Office Equipment and Supplies

WATKINS SHOE STORE

Job Printing
We have both small and la rge b a nq uet service
for any size party. W e a re lookin g fo rwa rd
to your visit with us.

The 3 R's of Good Eating

1
1
i'

CH 5.4944

II

Job Printing
Wood and Steel Office Furn iture
Mimeographing Mach ines and Supplies.

'Kend ezvous

'Kest~urant
Serving Good Food for 26 Years
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EUBANKS AGENCY
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DIAL

'

'Koberson's
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Insurance -

II

Real Estate -

Property Loans

Preferred Auto Insurance
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At a Saving to the Insured
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COMMERCIAL PRINTING .CO. INC. 1 1f 112 E. Arch
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104 WEST RACE

I

1

All Types Property Insurance
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Searcy, Ark.
PHONE CH 5-5838
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W hat's Brewing -

Bisons End Season;
Split With Ouachita

Mysteries Unfold On Night Watchman's Stroll

In a season-ending doubleheader Tuesday, the Bisons outhit the Ouachita Tigers 6 to 4,
but could not cross the plate as
they dropped the first game 2
to 0. Green was the loosing pitcher and his record is now 2 victories and 1 loss.
In the second game the Tigers
scored 2 runs on 2 hits and 2 errors by the Harding defense in
the first inning. It began to look
like another long afternoon for
the Bisons. However, the Bison
batsmen gained new life and in
their half of the inning knotted
the score on two base on balls
nd back to back singles by Smith
and Yeargain. The Bisons continued to pound the ball and collected 11 hits fo'r a 9 to 8 victory.
Smith led the hitting attack

with 3 hits for 3 appearances
at the plate and was followed. by
Wilson and Touchton who had
2 safeties each. Jenkins was the
WlDlllllg pitcher in relief of Pate
who started t h e game. In last
weeks games the Bisons dropped
a double-header to State Teachers and a double-header to Henderson State Teachers.
The baseball season ended for
the Bisons today, and their overall record was 10 wins and 14
losses. This is a creditable record
for a team with only six returning lettermen and no pitching
experience. It was a typical Allison coached team, which showed good spirit and a never-saydie attitude. Coach Allison should
have a better season next year
as he will loose only three men
via graduation.

1fJol#elt4 ,

Harding's Leader
Nixes Senate B1d

s~
BY CAROL BISSETT

Dr. Benson successfully resisted strong pleas and pressure
from many friends who wanted
him to be a candidate for the
U. S. Senate in opposition to J.
William Fulbright. After reviewing the many considerat ions both
ways, he concluded his May 2
announcement t.o t he student
body and faculty with these
words:
"After thorough and prayerful
consideration it is my firm conclusion that I should remain in
my own chosen field, where I
have long-time experience and
where I can perh aps continue to
render my best service."

By Bob Brewer

Last week after the women
students had bidden good night
to their beaux and most of the
men had returned. to the dorm
to cram for 13 week tests, I spent
five refreshlng hours with a unique character found almost
every evening on our campus. ·
Maybe you don't know his
name, but I'm sure you'll recognize his description. He's usually attired in a weather-beaten
felt hat and khaki work clothes
and a Searcy Police Department
badge. It's the night watchman.
After strolling with him from
10 p.m.. to 3 a.m. I discovered. a
few interesting things.
Deener Williams will be 62
years old in July and will complete two years as watchman on
the Harding campus in Sept. He
was born in Griffithville and was
named after a friend of his father, Sam Deener, who lived in
Searcy. He is married and now
lives in West Point. He and his
wife have three daughters and
six grandchildren.
Williams is an easy-going person that never seems to be in a
hurry. Maybe that's one reason
why he doesn't look sixty years
old. Williams enjoys talking and
also proved to be a good listener. Our whirl about campus passed rapidly because there was a
never-ceasing line of conversation going on. He pauses a little
before replying to any comment
and may surprise you somewhat
after he has thought out what
he will say with a confident "you
betcha" which seems to be his
favorite phrase.
I asked Williams if he ever
got tired working at night. His
answer was a definite no. "I
guess I just enjoy mi 11 in g
around," he said.
Williams is an observant man.
At times he would stop in the

middle of a senten ce t o flash
a quick look at a group of boys
leaving campus or some r et urn ing from a "midnight snack."
Nothing escapes his vision . When
Dr. Benson left his office about
thirty minutes earlier than th e
usual time, Williams noticed it
and commented t h at hardly a
night goes by that Dr. Benson
does not work unt il midnight .
You can t ell by Williams' calloused hand that t his man is no
stranger to rugged work. And
he's a h ealt hy individual. He eat s
anything h e wants, with bacon,
eggs and hot biscuits topping
t he list as favorites.
Williams likes t o fish and hunt
but there's nothing h e loves
more than t o work in his vegetable garden. He raises enough
to keep his wife and himself amply supplied during t he year. To
pass some of his spare time in
the day he tunes in to the nearest baseball game. When watching his favorite team, the Yankees, on Saturday afternoons, he
especially r oots for Y ogie Berra
and Whitey Ford.
.
Malicious campus behavior h as
been low this year accor ding to
Williams. "It h as been an unusually good year," h e said . Williams r elate d a few "unlfsual"
experiences he h as had in his
two years on t he job. The most
recent was a lily pool episode.

In a close game last Thursday
evening, MEA won the women's
basketb a 11 tournament o v e r
nrrmummmnrr
OEGE, with a score of 32-30.
MEA was leading when Karen
Wet Wash
Fry, OEGE, tied the score, with
two minutes left in the game.
Fluff Dry
MEA had the ball but it was
blocked and OEGE regained posFinished Service
session of the ball. While only
Cleaning
seconds were left in the game.
Ashby shot but was not successAlterations
ful.
Pressing
The whistle sounded with the
game tied and two minute over
Coin Operated Laundri
time was played. The ball was
passed from one hand to another,
Patronize Bison Advertisers
and MEA' s recovered., after the
ball had been knocked out of
bounds. Hagar shot to put MEA's
out in front by two points. On
the throw in, MEA regained the
ball and Doty did some fast and
low dribbling, with the help of
GREG RHODES, Manager
teammates to keep the game, 32Natural
Poise
and
Petite
Debs
fo
r
Women
30, to win.
Congratulations to both of
and
these teams, because they've
both showed some remarkable
U. S. Keds and Kedettes
talents and abilities.
VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONS
Last Thursday evening, Phi
305 N. SPRING ST.
EAST SIDE OF SQUARE
Delta played Zeta Rho to see who
would play OEGE for the finals.
Phi Delta won over Zeta Rho.
OEGE's had not lost any games
and Phi Delta had lost one, so
Phi Delta would have to win 1>
two sets, to become the cham- >
pions. OEGE won over Phi Delta >
<
in the frist set to become the
401112 Main Street
North Little Rock, Arkansas <
women's volleyball champions. >
1
Three games were played, with >
Phone FR 2 - 1 815
\

Several club brothers were going
to congratulat e -a fellow member
for going steady with a cooling
dip in the waters of the pool.
They m et Williams and agreed to
wait until he asked for Dr. Benson's permission before dunking
t heir comrade. Williams soon r et urned with a royal invitation
to the president' s office for all
ten males.
Once last year Williams h appened upon an enterprising male
who was attempt ing to smuggle
a hamburger to his girl friend
via a window on the first floor
of Cathcart. Needless to say the
young man w as nev er seen again
in the same sit uation .
It was a very quiet night on

campus. If Tom Finley hadn't
been bot h ered. with a toothache
at 1 a .m ., the night would have
been routine. But Mrs. Mabel
French cheerfully administered to
h is needs an d then all was quiet
again except for t he occasional
r ain falling during t he night .
Every night is about the same
according to Williams. He said
h e doesn 't get lonely and the
exercise ~s good for his legs.
As far as a philosophy of life
is conce rned, Williams said, "I
just enjoy living life." That apt ly
describes him. Polite, friendly,
mild-mannered and hospitable-that's Deener Williams. And, you
can sleep well tonight knowing
h e's on guard.

THE SEARCY BANK
OFFERS

Complete .
Friendly
Banking
Service
Member

For Time and Temp.

F.D.l.C.

Dial CH 5-4641

FAMILY SHOE STORE

Tired and Hungry
But Need to Study
CALL

TWIN CITY EMPLOYMENT AGENCY:

the third very close. OEGE's won > Specia lizes in placing in a ll types of professi o ns and ~
with a two point lead.
~
•
Congratulations to the OEGE's
jobs or trad es. Men and wom en, graduates and under- 1
for this first place position, and > grad uates. Permane nt o r su mmer work. Reasonable c
to Phi Delta as the runner-ups.
:> - Courteous - prompt. W rite or call for application . c1
1
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WARHINfl

No charges until you are placed.

We deliver o rders of

$2.00 or more

310 N. Spring

**
*

\

Claude
Jul ian
Ode

408 N. Wa lnut

CH 5-3141
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When you need a new roof

buy from a nllable concera

CONGRATULATIONS
Harding Graduates

CONSULT WITH US: A1
JOW' local J·M Dealer we can
give 1ou complete service u
the right price.

for Insurance At Its Best

The safety of your home depends on your roof. That's
why, in considering roof repairs, or re-roofing, it is important to deal with a reliable
concern.

. Call Or Come By

Lightle,
Dobbins
& Lightle
WOOD-FREEMAN
I HSU Ro·RS
REALTORS

Lumber Co.

dM

1

Johns-Manville 1.....4-0l_w
__. _A-rc_h___________'_ho_n_e_C_H_5_·_38_6_3__
BUILDING MATERIALS
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60 million times a .day people get that refreshing new feeling

with ice-cold Coca-Cola!

1otu1d und11 autllorltJ of 1111 Cocl-Cola ~ bJ

,

COCA COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF ARKANSAS
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